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HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATION SYSTEMS
Product Selection
Now that you have made the decision to adopt the high insulation – airtight – HRV strategy you will
need to select your equipment with the following in mind:
• What size, in meters cubed, is your house?
• What kind of occupancy levels might you expect?
Our experience at ProAir is that one size will not fit all and as a result we are now in the process of
producing the third unit in the series. The unit numbers are indicative of the size of the area they are
designed to service in cubic meters.
Unit Dimensions MM
Power Consumption
Unit
Area Served M2
PA200
40 - 75
L 400 W 400 H 400
15W - 35W
PA300
75 - 160
L 855 W 550 H 280
30W - 50W
PA600
160 - 300
L 995 W 490 H 495
45W - 90W
The Building Regulations regarding
ventilation stipulate a minimum flow rate
of 0.3 litres/sec/m² floor area, plus 4
litres/sec. extra for each person above a
typical family of four. We at ProAir systems
will design your system with this minimum
rate in mind and will select the correct
ProAir model or combination of models to
provide you with the most cost effective
and efficient solution.
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The ProAir Whole House Ventilation System will provide
you with a fresh, comfortable and healthy indoor
environment, while saving you money constantly. Heat
recovery ventilation technology recovers the heat
energy in the exhaust air as it leaves the building and
transfers it to the fresh air as it enters the building.
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The fans in ProAir HRV Units are powered by new generation,
high efficiency, Electronically Commutated (EC) motors.
All houses now require a Building Energy Rating (BER)
certificate. Heat recovery is a key measure in achieving a
high rating, i.e an A.rating.

Benefits
Economy
Reduces home heating costs
Health
Clean fresh air benefits everybody
Comfort
Closed windows and draught free ventilation
Energy Efficiency
Collects heat from the air leaving the building
Condensation Control
Continuous extraction from wet rooms
Security
Constantly locked windows means security
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